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SceneStyle from Mode is the stylish way to control your lighting. Self-contained, they connect to your
existing wiring without fuss and can control up to four independent circuits of lighting depending on the unit
selected.  SceneStyle can quickly and easily be programmed by the user to store any combination of four
moods or “scenes”, as well as on and off.

By selecting the different scenes, areas of your home can have completely different lighting atmospheres
to suit your use of the space. So you can turn your living room into a home cinema, the day room into
a quiet snug and the conservatory into a dining room, all at the touch of a button. You can also select
“full on” for cleaning or manually increase or decrease the brightness of an individual scene or circuit.
Each scene can be any combination of the lighting circuits at any brightness level from a soft glow to a
bright illumination. Even the time taken to “fade” between each different mood is programmable.

For example, in a kitchen-diner, you may install a SceneStyle4 controlling low voltage recessed down-lights
in the ceiling, mains voltage wall lights, low voltage task lights under the wall cabinets and a pendant light
over the dining table. By simply pressing
a button, you can choose to alter the
lighting levels to suit “food preparation”,
a “family meal”, a “romantic dinner” or
a “vibrant” party mode.

Each SceneStyle is supplied as standard
with an eight-button infrared handset
that mimics the control panel, so you
do not even have to leave the comfort
of your favourite chair to enjoy hi-tech
control of your lighting.
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The SceneStyle range was designed and developed in the UK to be a practical, reliable, easy to install
and above all a stylish addition to any room. The finely crafted SceneStyle is equally suitable for either
residential or commercial applications and is fully compliant with all relevant safety standards.
SceneStyle is a complete “one-box” solution that fits into a 47mm UK, back box with SceneStyle2 fitting
into a single gang box and SceneStyle4 suiting a double gang box. The unique circuitry does not require
a neutral connection, thus eliminating the need for mains rewiring and making it an ideal solution to
replace existing light switches or traditional rotary dimmers. SceneStyle incorporates state-of-the-art
trailing edge technology that dims all types of GLS lamps, GU10 mains halogen, low voltage electronic
transformers and other compatible lighting loads without the intrusive buzzing often associated with dimmers.  

The screwless, clip-on, metal front fascias are available in four standard finishes: Brushed Stainless
Steel, Polished Chrome, Polished Brass and White,
which all exude quality and feature subtle rounded
corners and a slim profile. Other finishes and styles
are available to special order. The SceneStyle
buttons, which are available in either black or
white to complement the fascias, have been
designed to give a pleasing tactile feel. Even the
button indicators can be set by the user to be
one of seven stunning colours to harmonise with
your interior décor.

Installing SceneStyle will even reduce your impact on the environment, as dimming the lighting will
lower energy consumption. Even at full brightness, SceneStyle actually runs the lighting at a subtly
reduced level which gives an instant energy saving and increases lamp life, bringing savings not only in
the cost but also the inconvenience of replacing lamps.
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Existing Lighting Circuit Feed, from Distribution Unit
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6For Further information, please visit our dedicated website at www.scenestyle.co.uk
Mode Lighting (UK) Limited reserve the right to amend the technical information and specifications without notice.
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Model Description 

Infrared handset Infrared handset for total control of SceneStyle dimmer

Dimensions Power

115 x 45 x 20mm 2 x AAA batteries (supplied)

Model Description Power Infrared

SCE-02-04 4 Circuit programmable dimmer 2 x 500 watts, 2 x 250 watts (1000 watts maximum) Yes, handset included
SCE-02-02 2 Circuit programmable dimmer 1 x 500 watts or 2 x 250 watts (500 watts maximum) Yes, handset included

Model Wiring Fixing Dimensions

SCE-02-04 Mains wiring, no neutral required UK double-gang back-box (47mm deep) 146 x 86 x 35mm
SCE-02-02 Mains wiring, no neutral required UK single-gang back-box (47mm deep) 86 x 86 x 35mm

Model Scenes Features

SCE-02-04 4 Scenes + On/Off Individual circuit control, Holiday mode, Master raise/lower, Multi-colour LED’s.

SCE-02-02 4 Scenes + On/Off Individual circuit control, Holiday mode, Master raise/lower, Multi-colour LED’s.

Model Switching Configurable Switch Inputs

SCE-02-04 4 Inputs. Multi-way switching option Multi-way, Toggle circuit, Scene recall, Master On/Off, Last man out, “Impulse” one touch dimming.

SCE-02-02 2 Inputs. Multi-way switching option Multi-way, Toggle circuit, Scene recall, Master On/Off, Last man out, “Impulse” one touch dimming.
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SceneStyle2 Infrared Handset



Mode Lighting (UK) Limited.
The Maltings, 63 High Street,
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